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Forex Range Trading With Price ActionLucrative price action range trading system with 95% rate of

successTimeframes - 1 hours and 4 hoursIf you trade with the trend like the majority of traders out

there, then you probably know by now that following the trend and jumping in the market when a

good opportunity shows itself represents the safest and most lucrative approach a trader can have if

he wants to be successful. However, most of the times, a problem appears when the trend pauses

and the market starts to move sideways, causing so many trend following traders to lose most or all

of their previous hard earned profits.This book presents a complete forex trading system for trading

a range bound market. It goes from explaining how to spot in time that price is about to develop a

trading range, to managing your stop loss levels and exiting the trade. This is all done just by

reading the price action, this system does not include any technical indicators.You will learn how to

recognize early the shift from trending to sideways movement that will keep you away from losing

trades.You will learn how to identify a range early and trade it successfully, with clear entry, stop

loss, exit levels and with very good risk reward ratio.
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Ok, well this is Mr. Damir's latest book and has been very helpful to me. His other books emphasize



trend trading, which many great traders abide by and has attributed to their amazing success (i.e.

Richard Dennis, Louis Bacon, Jerry Parker, etc). Mr. Damir does a fantastic job of teaching

someone how to profit in trend environments in his previous books and I highly encourage anyone

who wants to become a better trader to pick one up! Ok, so what if there is no trend? That is what

this book is perfect for! Trading a range when no trend is present. Why sit on the sidelines and wait

for a trend when you can range trade and make some serious pips! Mr. Damir uses many clear,

concise, step by step examples and many illustrations from currency pair charts. This makes

learning the material very concrete and easy! A must have!

Another great addition to the authors previous ebooks. I literally made the cost back using this setup

before I finished reading the entire book. I have been up and down(mostly down lol) in my trading

since I started trading, trying different methods or my own and overall failing. I especially like the

lack of indicators used in his books . Before I continue rambling I'll stop here and just say thanks for

the entire collection, wish I had them a long time ago. Is there any talk of a hard copy compilation?

I like Laurentiu's writing style , he introduced the ranging markets and how price action behaves in

such market conditions and then he follows up by showing exact entry points as well as profit

targets and stop loss positions .I would recommend his mini books to any newbie trying to dive into

the magical world of forex trading .

Buy all of his books, but this is the books that I come back to the most. Because the markets are

ranging.....price moving horizontally...much of the time, this book provides a system where you can

find setups to trade often.

My third book by Laurentiu; what a gem; short, powerful, no long stories and explanations as to how

to make the first million.....no lies, and no bs; just simply straight to the point how to successfully

trade. Should cost at least 149$ in my opinion......why searchng the internet for years for the right

holy grail system....(like me) and spend your last savings on the last robot, if you can invest in all of

his books. You can't affort NOT to!!

I've read countless trading books from very expensive to the one as simple as this.In essence this

book is simplest because I believe the writer uses his trading experience behind his writing instead

of collecting books and put that into different titles.How I know that he is the real trader?I trade



stocks for living and I know what he has written is the truth and a few of his explanation is what I

gained through my trading experiences.I would love to give him 5* if the book is written only for my

level of reading.But as the book is for general public; he needs to improve the writing and some

background analysis for less experienced trader.Anyway this has made me some pips :)

I have now purchased 4 of Laurentiu's ebooks and found I have learnt valuable insights each time.

The format of going through his process and creating an understand makes these books very

readable, and the summary steps at the end provide great reminders and allow for an easy

implementations of the systems and information he has presented.Additionally, in corresponding

with him he was quick to respond and answer points of clarification I had.Highly

recommended.regardsJamie

Excellent book. Finally the era of long and useless book is over. In this book you have everything

you need. Where to enter position, where to set stop loss and where to exit. And what time frame to

use.I have tried to learn Forex from books in the past, but every time failed. Because of this author I

started to trade on demo account in just one week. And I knew nothing about Forex before.Thank

you Larentiu.
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